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Abstract—Steganography is the science of hiding communication in an innocuous cover medium such as image, audio and video. In this paper, a new steganographic algorithm with optimum segment length and minimum MSE is presented, an algorithm that utilizes the redundant bits of discrete cosine transform (DCT) of JPEG images for message embedding. This algorithm offers high capacity with minimum statistical changes and minimum MSE compared to existing steganographic systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is the art and science of communicating in such a way that the presence of a message cannot be detected. Simple steganographic techniques have been in use for hundreds of years, but with the increasing use of files in an electronic format new techniques for information hiding have become possible. A steganographic system hides information bits in a cover medium such as image, audio or video without disturbing the first order statistical properties of the cover medium and hence avoiding arousing a third party suspicion.

There is a major difference between cryptography and steganography in the sense that in cryptography an eavesdropper knows there is a communication is taken place, but without a decryption algorithm, the attacking is infeasible. Hence the strength of cryptography comes from how powerful the encryption algorithm to prevent any attacker from deciphering the message exchanged between sender and intended recipients.

In steganography, the communication is taken place in such a way that an attacker can not suspect that there is a hidden message is exchanged between two parties other than exchange of media files. A powerful steganographic technique exploits only the redundant bits to embed message bits without distorting the cover media statistical properties. [1] - [5].

In general, the process of information hiding starts by identifying redundant bits in a cover medium. Redundant bits are those bits that can be modified without destroying the integrity of the cover medium. A steganographic system exploits those redundant bits for message embedding without changing the statistical properties of the cover medium. In most steganographic systems, modifying the redundant bits leaves detectable traces. Even if the hidden message is not exposed, the existence of it is detected.

Embedding message bits in the redundant bits of a cover medium will change the statistical properties of that message carrier; as a result of that an eavesdropper can detect the distortion in the resulting stego medium’s statistical properties. Statistical steganalysis is the science that concerned with finding distortions in the cover medium and hence labels the cover medium if it has a hidden message. A cover medium with hidden message is referred to as a stego medium. A stego medium should be secure against visual and statistical attacks and robust against modification such as recompression. Modern steganographic systems are robust against visual attacks and weak against statistical attacks and the ones that are robust against first order statistical attacks offer a relatively small capacity [6] - [11].

In this paper, hiding appropriate message (HAM) algorithm is introduced that globally embeds message bits in the least significant bits (LSB) of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficient of JPEG images. This technique hides data by dividing the message into equal segments of optimum length. The optimum segment length is obtained by measuring the ratio between even and odd nonzero AC DCT coefficients of JPEG image. Each segment has one polarity bit as a header bit which identify that whether the segment or its complement was sent. The HAM algorithm provides high capacity compared to most common steganographic techniques. A comparison between HAM algorithm and modern steganographic systems is introduced and the mean square error of the HAM algorithm is identified.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the HAM algorithm is introduced. Simulation results and comparisons between the proposed algorithm and the current embedding algorithms are presented in section III. The final section gives the conclusion.

II. HAM ALGORITHM

This algorithm exploits the fact that modifying the redundant bits will not affect the statistical properties of the cover media (such as image, audio, or video). JPEG images are one of most common media used for information hiding. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of a JPEG image have redundant bits, least significant bits (LSB), which
can be modified without visually attacked by an eavesdropper. Modern steganographic systems are secure with low capacity embedding against visual and statistical attacks however the ones that offer high capacity are weak against statistical analysis. Fig. 1 shows a JPEG image with its histogram of DCT coefficients.

The DCT coefficients are divided into pairs of values (PoVs), for example (1, 2), (3, 4), (-1, -2) etc. one can notice that the odd coefficients occurs more frequently than the adjacent even coefficients (Fig. 1). As an assumption, the message bits are uniformly distributed and as a result embedding this type of message can significantly distort the first order statistical properties of the JPEG image. The first order statistical properties can be preserved by embedding message bits of ones to zeros ratios that match the distribution of even and odd DCT coefficients.

The DCT coefficients of a JPEG image can be tested for uniform distribution using equation (2). Fig. 2 shows the histogram of stego image with 100 % embedding rate using Jsteg algorithm. It is clear that, every pair of values is equal due to embedding message of uniform distribution. The message can be divided into small segments of equal number of bits. A polarity bit is prefixed to each segment to determine the type of data in this segment whether the data are sent directly or its complement. The segment length greatly affects the ratio of even and odd DCT coefficients.

A. Steganalysis

Assume k is the distinct AC DCT coefficients of a JPEG image and c is the nonzero AC DCT coefficient index of DCT transform and the frequency of occurrence of two adjacent DCT coefficients are \( n_{2c-1} \) and \( n_{2c} \). One can observe that the absolute value of frequency of occurrences of the histogram is monotonically decreasing as shown in Fig. 1, which means that \( n_{2c-1} > n_{2c} \). For a uniform distributed message, the number of frequency of occurrences of the LSB of nonzero AC DCT coefficients \( n_{2c-1}^* \) and \( n_{2c}^* \) will be equal due to message embedding. Based on this observation, Westfeld and Pfitzmann designed a first order statistical test to detect the similarity of the PoVs of stego images [9], [10]. This statistical steganalysis is known as Chi-square attack.

The average number of each pair of values is given by:

\[
n_{2c}^* = \frac{(n_{2c} - 1 + n_{2c})}{2}
\]

And the Chi-square test can be calculated as:

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{c=1}^{k} \frac{(n_c^* - n_{2c})^2}{n_{2c}}
\]

The probability of embedding as a function of Chi-square value is given as:

\[
p = 1 - \frac{1}{2^{k-1} \Gamma \left(\frac{k-1}{2}\right)} \int_{0}^{\chi^2} e^{-\frac{t}{2}} \frac{t^{\frac{k-1}{2}-1}}{\Gamma \left(\frac{k-1}{2}\right)} dt
\]

Where \( k \) is the degree of freedom – 1, the distribution of DCT coefficients of a JPEG image can be tested for uniform distribution using equation (2). Fig. 2 shows the histogram of stego image with 100 % embedding rate using Jsteg algorithm. It is clear that, every pair of values is equal due to embedding message of uniform distribution.

B. Optimum segment Length

The ratio of even to odd nonzero AC DCT coefficients is affected by the number of zeros and ones in the message. Assume \( m_0 = 0 \) for bit of value zero and \( m_1 = 1 \) for bit of value one, then the probability of zeros and ones will be \( P(x = m_0) = P(x = m_1) = 0.5 \). If \( m_1 > m_0 \) then the number of odd coefficients will be larger than the number of even coefficients which matches the histogram of the original image. But if \( m_0 > m_1 \) the complement of this segment is used for embedding. To find the optimum segment length, assume that the segment length is \( m \), then the total number of all possible combinations of zeros and ones are equal and is give by:

\[
\text{Total combinations} = 2^m
\]
\[ M = mx2^{m-1} \] (4)

Segments with more zeros than ones will be omitted, since the complement of these segments is used. The total number of all combinations of bits with value zero and one are given as:

\[ M_0 = M - (m - k) \sum_{k=0}^{(m-1)/2} \binom{m}{k} \]
\[ M_1 = M - k \sum_{k=0}^{(m-1)/2} \binom{m}{k} \] (5)

Equation (4) gives the total number of all possible combinations of zeros and ones in a segment of length m. for the whole message, (5) can be considered as the average number of zeros and ones respectively. One can obtain the optimum segment length by comparing the ratio of zeros and ones to the ratio of even and odd DCT coefficients. The ratio \( R_0 \) of zeros to the total number of bits can be calculated as:

\[ R_0 = M_0 / (M_0 + M_1) \] (6)

The ratio \( R_0 \) with odd segment lengths increases with a step smaller than that with even segment lengths. However, the optimum segment length is only determined by checking the ratio of even to odd DCT coefficients of a given cover media.

C. Embedding Algorithm

1) Encrypt message bits with encryption algorithm (e.g. RC4 stream cipher).
2) Divide message bits into equal length of m bits (e.g. m=1, 2, 3 …).
3) Determine the polarity bit for each segment.
4) Insert the polarity bit in each segment (segment length m=m+1).
5) Apply DCT transform and quantization for image compression in JPEG image format.
6) Extract the non zero AC DCT coefficients.
7) Embed message segments into non zero AC DCT coefficients.
8) Change segment length and repeat steps from 2 to 7
9) Find segment length that provides minimum change density.
10) Use Huffman coder for image encoding.

D. Extracting Algorithm

1) Decode the compressed image using Huffman Decoder
2) Convert odd coefficients into ones and even coefficients into zeros
3) Divide the resulting data into segments of length m
4) If the segment polarity is 1 save m-1 bits in a file and if the segment polarity is 0 save the complement of this segment
5) Repeat step 4 for the rest of DCT coefficients and append the extracted segment into the previous ones
6) Decrypt the message bits using decryption algorithm.

III. Simulation Results

Embedding data in the nonzero AC DCT coefficients are based on pairs of values method which means that every two adjacent coefficients can exchange values. For example, the two AC DCT coefficients 1 and 2 can be used to embed data as 1’s represent a 1 bit data and 2’s represent a 0 bit data. The DC DCT coefficient is avoided so it greatly affects the image average value and the zeros of AC DCT coefficients are also avoided.

Let C is the cover medium DCT coefficient matrix of size M x N and S is the stego medium DCT coefficient matrix of size M x N. Each element in C matrix consists of two parts \( C_{ij} \) for the most significant bits of the ij DCT coefficient and \( c_{ij} \) is the LSB of i and j DCT coefficient. The same notation can be applied to the S matrix. The message matrix m will have only LSB bits and represented as \( m_{ij} \).

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} + c_{11} & C_{12} + c_{12} & \ldots & C_{1N} + c_{1N} \\
C_{21} + c_{21} & C_{22} + c_{22} & \ldots & C_{2N} + c_{2N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
C_{M1} + c_{M1} & C_{M2} + c_{M2} & \ldots & C_{MN} + c_{MN}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (9)

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
S_{11} + s_{11} & S_{12} + s_{12} & \ldots & S_{1N} + s_{1N} \\
S_{21} + s_{21} & S_{22} + s_{22} & \ldots & S_{2N} + s_{2N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
S_{M1} + s_{M1} & S_{M2} + s_{M2} & \ldots & S_{MN} + s_{MN}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (10)

The message bits matrix will be

\[
m = \begin{bmatrix}
m_{11} & m_{12} & \ldots & m_{1N} \\
m_{21} & m_{22} & \ldots & m_{2N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
m_{M1} & m_{M2} & \ldots & m_{MN}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (11)

Modifying the LSBs of nonzero AC DCT coefficients with message bits affects the distribution of the DCT of JPEG images[11], [12], [14], [15]. Each element of the stego matrix will have the value

\[ S_{ij} + s_{ij} = C_{ij} + m_{ij} \] (12)

Equation (12) shows that the difference between the stego image and the cover image is in the LSB only (i.e. \( m_{ij} \) and \( c_{ij} \)).

This difference can be defined as the change density of the cover image due to message embedding and equal to:

\[
D_{AC} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_{ij} + c_{ij} - 2m_{ij}c_{ij}}{MN} \times 100
\] (13)

Where \( D_{AC} \) is the change density of the cover image. Minimum change density can be achieved by limiting the message size or by modifying the message distribution so it
matches the distribution of the DCT coefficients of the JPEG image. A comparison of change density between Hiding Appropriate Message (HAM) algorithm and Jsteg and F5 algorithms based on the absolute value of changes made to the nonzero AC DCT coefficients of an image (Bridge image) [13] is shown in Fig. 3. A reference algorithm is added in this comparison which has the property of embedding data directly into nonzero AC DCT coefficients without any processing or adding control bits; a modified version of Jsteg called symmetric Jsteg [17]. In addition to the randomly generated message bits, HAM algorithm is applied on a text file (Matlab readme file). Outguess is excluded from this comparison, since its maximum capacity is limited to 50% of the available AC DCT coefficients. From Fig. 3 it can be noticed that F5 behaves very well when the message size is less 10% and the intersection in the figure can not be obtained with F5 algorithm for the total number of available DCT coefficients. Once the message size exceeds this limit, HAM algorithm outperforms other algorithms on both computer generated data and on real text files.

The size of an image and its textural properties affect the maximum limit of embedding data bits using different steganographic systems. Assume C is the maximum number of message bits that can be embedded into the non-zero AC DCT coefficients and M x N is the total number of DCT coefficients, the relation between C and N is given as:

\[ C = \eta (MN - n_0 - n_{DC}) \]  

(14)

Where \( \eta = \frac{m}{m+1} \) is the efficiency of embedding, \( n_{DC} = MN/64 \) is number of DC DCT coefficients, and \( n_0 \) is the number of zero AC DCT coefficients.

Equation (14) defines the relation between the capacity of embedding and the DCT coefficients. There is a tradeoff between the capacity and change density; the maximum capacity required the maximum change density will be introduced to the histogram. Fig. 4 shows some standard test images of size 512x512 of different textural properties used for capacity measurements. HAM algorithm provides high capacity in all gray images used in testing with different textural properties as shown in table I.

![Fig. 3. A comparison between HAM algorithm and DEA, Jsteg and F5 algorithm](image)

The HAM algorithm gives different values of capacity measurements with different images. This is due to the variation of textural properties from one image to another.

Another criterion can define the performance of image embedding which is the mean square error (MSE) of an image in the spatial domain. The MSE occurs due to embedding message bits in the frequency domain and can be calculated as:

\[ MSE = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C(i,j) - S(i,j))^2 \]  

(15)

Where \( C(i,j) \) and \( S(i,j) \) are the image pixel values before and after embedding respectively and M and N are the dimension of the image. MSE can be used to calculate the peak signal to noise ratio as follows:

\[ PSNR = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{255}{\sqrt{MSE}} \right) \]  

(16)

This criterion can measure the effect of embedding message bits in the frequency domain on the spatial domain. Another criterion which measures the changes due to message embedding is cross correlation and is given by:
A comparison between HAM algorithm and Jsteg’ algorithm (symmetric Jsteg) is shown in Table II and Table III. HAM algorithm outperforms the symmetric Jsteg’ algorithm based on PSNR but the cross correlation depends on the textural properties. The cross correlation of HAM algorithm is higher than the Jsteg’ algorithm with images with high textural properties.

\[
CC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C(i, j) - M_c)(S(i, j) - M_s)}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C(i, j) - M_c)^2}
\]  

(17)

IV. CONCLUSION

HAM algorithm proved to outperform current algorithm when high capacity of embedding is a requirement. This algorithm minimizes the changes introduced to the first order statistical properties of the cover media due to message embedding by matching the distribution of the message bits with the DCT distribution of the cover medium. HAM algorithm proved to defeat both visual and statistical attacks exploiting the fact that uniformly distributed messages have non uniform distribution over small segments of the message bits. The peak signal to noise ratio and the cross correlation increase with images of low textural properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Image</th>
<th>Jsteg’</th>
<th>HAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandrill</td>
<td>1 77</td>
<td>1 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jungle</td>
<td>2 30</td>
<td>2 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat</td>
<td>1 05</td>
<td>1 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>1 27</td>
<td>1 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living room</td>
<td>5 65</td>
<td>5 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirate</td>
<td>5 73</td>
<td>5 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>4 32</td>
<td>4 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera man</td>
<td>3 33</td>
<td>3 34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: THE MSE AND PSNR OF STANDARD TEST IMAGES OF HAM ALGORITHM AND STANDARD EMBEDDING ALGORITHM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Image</th>
<th>Jsteg’</th>
<th>HAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandrill</td>
<td>96.92</td>
<td>90.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jungle</td>
<td>91.06</td>
<td>93.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat</td>
<td>95.99</td>
<td>97.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>94.68</td>
<td>96.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living room</td>
<td>98.94</td>
<td>98.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirate</td>
<td>99.19</td>
<td>98.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>99.39</td>
<td>99.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera man</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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